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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like all of your base.

Hey Bullhead, where are you?- Student who
left for break early.
Dear Early,
Like you, I am a very busy person. So unfortunately for you readers, that means no ask bullhead. Fortunately, I am also a generous person,
and I have provided a funny picture. Enjoy! See
you all after break!

by Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull

Continuing from the last article, this
is Walker Pool of Purple Part 2!
CCCCRASH! The metal door slams
behind you. The seven purple
vest men begin to walk forward, a
moaning hunger in their eyes. Inching backward, you find that the
door was bolted shut. The purple
vest men are inches from you. Try
to avoid them and find another
exit? (Go to A) or be civilized
and try to talk it out. (Go to C)

News flash: Do not panic. That
white stuff is normal

Mario: Video Game Icon or Cold
Blooded Murder?
by Steve Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

Recently PETA has been arguing that Super Mario has been advocating
the fur industry by using power ups such as the Tanooki Suit. Looking
closely at the situation it is pretty clear to see they have a point. What
exactly is a Tanooki Suit? It’s a raccoon-dog animal that is skinned,
probably alive, and then worn covering most of Mario’s body giving
him the ability to fly for short periods of time and turn into invincible
statues for a couple seconds. Thinking of it that way one can see Mario is clearly advertising for the fur industry. He has also been known
to do the same with frogs skinning them, probably alive, and wearing
there carcass as some kind of trophy.
However Mario’s cruelty to animals does not stop there. In his efforts
to locate the princess Mario has stomped on, burned alive, beaten
with hammers, and in general cause much pain and suffering to thousands of mother nature’s loving mushroom kingdom creatures. As an
...see BEATA on back

(A) Panicking, you pull out the
i>Clicker the crazy professor gave
you from your pocket. Maybe the
odd contraption, with its glowing
crystals and jerry-rigged buttons,
would scare away the approaching menace. After a mild pause,
chuckling, the men continue forward. The buttons! you think, this
i>Clicker must have some kind of
weapon in it, as the professor did
scare away one purple vest woman earlier. There are 11 buttons,
however the two large ones
look the most promising. Press
the green button? (Go to D) or
Press the weird shaped button.
(Go to B)
(B) A pink burst of energy ex-

plodes from the i>Clicker, throwing the villains to the ground. You
run past them. A winding stairwell
made of iron grants itself as the only
place to go, so you stamble on
down. You hope to find ether an
exit or that great pool of the Walkerrunners that the professor had
instructed you to find.
With a sigh of relief, you finally
reach the end of the stairwell. You
walk into a giant, dark room. In the
distance you can barely make out a
few figures. They are arguing.
“--this ancient Walkerrunner technology, we can reach ALL of the
planets!” a woman proudly proclaims. (Go to E)
(C) “Wait!” you cry out with the
bravest infliction you can manage,
“I need to get to class, could you
by any chance open that door for
me?”
As the vested men continue to
inch forward, scowling with distaste, one pauses. “Class? Class?”
the leader laughs, raising his hand
to the other six men. “We are seven
creepy, purple vest-wearing guys,
who are walking towards you with
...see Create your own pool on back
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example of the cruelty in Mario’s
games turtles or Koopas, as they
are know in the mushroom kingdom, have been stomped on till
they are forced into there shells.
To add insult to injury
most
are
then kicked
to hurt or
kill other animals. Worse
yet when
equipped
with a fire
flower Mario
and
the
rest
of his animal hating
friends have
bur ned
alive countless many
furry critters.

against Mario dubbing it the scowls on our faces, and you ask
“Mario Kills Tanooki” which has us if we can help you get to class!?”
a website featuring a flash game
where you play as a poor skinned “Well, what else could he do?” inraccoon-dog and chase Mario quired one of the other men.
through the
m u s h r o o m “Stop being a smart ass, Steve,” the
k i n g d o m leader turned back and shouted,
to
obtain “You were the one complaining
your fur. The that you are starving for Taco Bell,
game shows and we can’t get Taco Bell without
the true na- money. And we can’t get any monture of the ey ‘till we sell some student organs
m u s h r o o m to the biology department!”
kingdom.
The ground Puzzled, pondering what to do
is soaked in next, you find yourself at a loss
the blood for words. Before you can make
of all the any statement a sharp pain cracks
animals Ma- through your skull. Everything goes
rio has mur- black. Nothing left for you to do
dered. The now, besides getting chopped
clouds and up and sold for Taco Bell munchm o u n t a i n ie money. (GAME OVER, Try
glare at you Again)
with
hate
What Mario
and angst it (D) With a blinding flash everything
Now available: Super Tanooki Murshould do is
is truly horrific. changes. The purple vest men are
derer 3! Return of the Murder!
take some adFor more infor- gone, and you find yourself on a
vice from Sonic the Hedgehog. mation check out PETA’s website cold balcony overlooking a dark
Sonic is fighting for the animals of and see the cruelty of Mario first room. An argument can be heard
across the void.
Mobius. The evil doctor Robot- hand.
nic has systematically been capturing and enslaving animals in robotic prisons to use for his own
dastardly means. Sonic has been
by Kyle Roe ~ Daily Bull
working to free many of them
and stop Robotnic’s cruel ways.
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“--this pool is not just a portal that
you can open up to any planet in
the galaxy!” one voice began to argue. You recognize it as the mysterious professor from earlier!
“Actually... That is exactly what
this pool is, Professor,” remarked
a woman. Her voice bellowed
across the room. “With this ancient
Walkerrunner technology--” (Go
To E)
(E) Five purple vest guys, most
likely from the earlier scuffle, enter
the room behind you. Bound by
the hands, you find yourself being
dragged to the center of the room.
Here the professor, who is also
tied up, is arguing with a woman of
considerable height.
“Hey! And I thought you were
going to miss the party, kid!” the
professor jokes, “I never got your
name, what was it?”
“Yeah...” you respond with less enthusiasm, “my name is ________
_____________.”
“Right! As I was saying Empress
Fajita,” the professor returns to his
argument with the Empress. “The
amount of energy needed to get
the warp gate to open--”
As the two continue to argue
about complete nonsense, you
could not help but notice the conservative sized pool in the center
of the room. It was made of pure
iron, and empty of any water.
The argument between professor
and Empress seemed to abruptly
stop. The pool had begun filling
with glowing water. As the water
settled, three tall men wielding
long iron staffs; each of the men
who exited the pool had a golden
symbol burned into their forehead.
The symbol was the same as the
symbol on the Sonic i>Clicker: the
comical bullhead.
Stay tuned for the surprising,
shocking, sparkling, terrific conclusion in “Walker Pool of Purple
Part 3!”

